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As Above So Below
Klaxons

Tuning: Standard

Intro (Repeats throughout song)

(I play it in 14th position)
e|-------------------14----------------|
B|-17-17-15-17-17-15--------------15---|
G|-------------------------16b17r------|
D|-------------------------------------|
A|-------------------------------------|
E|-------------------------------------|

(only strum once, let chords ring)

G		           F#			           Em			           Bm
    Sailing silver waves, trough the skies and round your eyes
	          G			       F#	  Em		                 Bm
And in the pockets of the tide a meeting place by night

G		             F#			 Em		                  Bm
 Sequin covered swans, that are used to make their own mosaics
 G		        F#		   Em	         Bm
   A ceremony comes, an exponential fate

G		                 F#	
  The dance of the cosmos shows
Em		         	      Bm
        The stitches of space that slowly come and go
G		                 F#	
   The dance of the cosmos shows
 Em	                     Bm
   As above, so below

 G	                                       F#               Em                   
      Bm
       A whiporwhill will in flight, turns east towards westphalia
G		                    F#                   Em                  Bm
   In search of lost time, with the magic of true light.
G		                    F#                 Em	                  Bm
    Tone zodiac in tune, with the fossils of our theme park
G	                                    F#              Em                        
    Bm
    And falling from the seams, is a steeple swarmed in light.

G                             F#	
  The dance of the cosmos shows
Em			      Bm



   The stitches of space that slowly come and go
G		                 F#	
   The dance of the cosmos shows
 Em	                     Bm
   As above, so below

G		                 F#	
  The dance of the cosmos shows
Em			      Bm
   The stitches of space that slowly come and go
G		                 F#	
   The dance of the cosmos shows
 Em	                     Bm
   As above, so below

Em
Galloping galloping beams faster
Em
Galloping galloping beams faster
Em
Galloping galloping beams faster

Em
Joining together and still faster
Em
Joining together and still faster
Em
Joining together and still faster
Em
Joining together and still faster

G		                 F#	
  The dance of the cosmos shows
Em			      Bm
   The stitches of space that slowly come and go
G		                 F#	
   The dance of the cosmos shows
 Em	                     Bm
   As above, so below

G		                 F#	
  The dance of the cosmos shows
Em			      Bm
   The stitches of space that slowly come and go
G		                 F#	
   The dance of the cosmos shows
 Em	                     Bm
   As above, so below

Em

************************************



| /   slide up
| \   slide down
| h   hammer-on
| p   pull-off
| ~   vibrato
| +   harmonic
| x   Mute note
| b   Bend
| pb  Pre-bend
| br  Bend release
| pbr Pre-bend release
| brb Bend release bend

************************************


